Host Tim says:
While the Dublin crew reviews the scans and input from the Morngu scientists Advisor Keret was beamed to Dublin's VIP quarters. All of deck 5' gravity was changed to 1.7 that of Earth's.

Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission: "Hope Glimmers">>>

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
::Monitors the progress of the gases escaping from the planet, and continues to scan through the wads of data the scientists on Morngu sent her.::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::on the bridge, sits on the central chair, and emits a sound of pleasure:; Self: Oh my comfortable here. My poor feet get some relief. ::looks at Tayla at her station and wonders, then shakes his head::

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
::Walking with the XO and CNS to meet with advisor Keret::

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Looks around his quarters and moves slowly to adjust to the gravity:: Self: This is even more normal than on the planet.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
ALL on bridge: Ladies and gentlemen please report, anything new?

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::feels each of his steps on Deck 5 feel like iron weights implanted in his shoes:: CNS/CMO: How are you both feeling?

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::manages to clomp to a TL and politely asks for the bridge::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: Honour Guard has been dispatched to look after our guest.

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
::Is holding his nose:: XO: Well sir, except for my constant nose bleeds.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::walks along with her hands behind her back, thinking hard then looks up as they arrive at the VIP quarter's door::  XO: I feel like the weight of the universe is on me...as I've heard the Terrans say.  ::smiles a little::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::nods to CTO:: CTO: Perfect. Anything new about the status of the Klingon and Romulan Fleet?

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
CNS/CMO: Just be thankful we're not on the surface of Andor during the winter months. ::spots the honor guards flanking a VIP room door just ahead::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: They are still a ways off, but it appears to be a race to see who gets here first

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: Nothing like a little friendly competition ::smiles::

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
XO: I'm unfamiliar with such a situation sir.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: Well as long as they do not start shooting each other once here. I hate repairing the ship.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
<Honor Guard Chief> ::comes at attention:: XO: Sir, Advisor Keret awaits inside.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: Tayla, anything new regarding the environmental degradation?

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
CMO:  Try a blood thickener... ::stops as she realizes it is the chief medical she is speaking to::  I am sorry.  Habit.  XO: Yes, the frigid air is not to my liking.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  Normally there would be no cause for panic over a magnetic field upset.  After all the geological records indicate that the magnetic field of this planet reverses itself at irregular intervals about every half a million years.  And no, nothing yet.  Still working on it.  ::Sighs.::

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::exits the TL onto the Bridge and looks around::

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
HG Chief: Very good. As you were. ::taps the door key, and enters the quarters to see Keret::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: Best ETA on the two fleets is 27 days; the independent freighters will be here within a week.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: Good. We can start evacuating someone at least.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: Once those freighters get here we can begin evacuations

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: I am more concerned about poisoning of the atmosphere than anything else

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
::Lets the CNS follow the XO into the advisor's quarters before going in himself::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::lightly 'touches' Keret's emotions and tries to ignore the irritating headache::  CMO: Do remind me that I need something to get rid of this pain in my head once we are through.  I had forgotten until now.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO/CSO: I can’t shake the feeling that were missing something here.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  The magnetic field should not be dropping to zero, but it is normal for it to become weak and erratic during these times.  There is nothing in the data that indicates that the Morngu did anything wrong.  They just simply hit some hot spots below where they were drilling.  That should not have resulted in what is happening with the planet.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::his antennae flick up as he greets the Morngu advisor:: Keret: Advisor Keret, I presume?

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Turns as the XO enters::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: So we still have no idea why the core is slowing down. Does our library report any similar phenomenon?

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::walks slightly behind Kizlev and to the side of him looking around for the Morngu::

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CTO:  Yes, I tend to agree.  I wonder if this is a complete dataset.

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::sees the familiar CTO and heads over to say hi::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::looks up at Chitwa:: CIV: Hello stranger.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::smiles::

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
CNS: Indeed I shall. ::Walks behind on the other side of the XO and pulls out his tricorder::

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Cocks head at an angle:: XO: I am... and you are Commander Kizlev?

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::smiles:: CTO: Hey.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::gestures to his colleagues:: Keret: This is ship's counselor Lieutenant Rhianna Jakiel, and chief medical officer Dr. Kavanagh.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::looks at the Caitian that just entered the bridge and stands up to welcome her:: CIV: Welcome aboard Lieutenant.....I am not sure I remember your name.

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
XO/Keret: With permission, may I check your fatals advisor?

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CIV: Pull up a seat, could always use another opinion.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::looks from Keret to Kizlev then back to Kizlev as he makes introductions::  Keret:  Sir, good to meet you in person.  ::bows slightly::

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  There is documentation of similar situations occurring, close calls, but nothing that ever resulted in gravity loss.

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::blinks and looks over at the CEO:: CEO: Oh...I'm Chitwa. ::slowly swishes her fluffy tail::

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::looks for a seat::

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
CMO: If our guest will allow it? ::turns to Keret, trying to keep a friendly composure, in spite of the achy feeling in his joints::

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  Prior incidents results in massive volcanic activity and pollution of the atmosphere.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Turns to the CMO:: CMO: My fatals? Do you think I'm dying?

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CIV: Nice to meet you Lieutenant. I am Commander Delgado, but everyone calls me Chief.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: And those reports give some explanations why the core slowed down? Anything that can help us is welcome. ::smiles at the CSO::

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::nods:: CEO: Okay...Chief. ::repeats to make sure she remembers:: It's nice to meet you.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::bites the inside of her cheek to keep from smiling too much at the verbal faux pas:: Keret: Only a precaution.  Our Universal Translator does not always function properly.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::begins running another set of planetary scans looking for something he might have overlooked before::

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  No, there is nothing to indicate why the core slowed down.  Only that there had been some close calls in the past.  This was originally a mining colony with small numbers.  When the incidents occurred, they just left, and no one returned to the site.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CIV: Thanks....Lieutenant. If you would like to make a more complete tour of the ship I will be happy to dispatch someone. The XO is occupied at the moment.

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
Keret: My apologies Advisor Keret. I meant vitals. I would like to check to see if your body is adjusting properly to the current environ.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Nods curtly to the CNS:: CNS: Nice to see you.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: Darn, nothing to make our job easier? What did the XO say about our plan?

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
To self:  Geesh, you would think they would have gotten the message after the first couple attempts.  ::Frowns.::

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::wonders if his own UT implant is going to act up too, or maybe the computer is still trying to learn the Morngu syntax::

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  I'm afraid he did not give me an answer.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Looks back to the CMO:: CMO: Proceed.

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
CEO: Oh, that's alrrright...this grrravity is rrreally quite a nusience at the moment.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::mutters a Irish Spanish curse:: CSO: Oh well at least we are ready.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
::Chuckles at the CEO.::  CEO:  I heard that.  ::Winks.::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
Keret: Sir, is the current gravity compensation adequate for your body type?  We can adjust it if necessary.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CIV: Tell me about it. I hated it. Try lifting a heavy spanner with heavy gravity. ::grins:: CSO: shhhhhhhhhhh

Host Advisor_Keret says:
XO: I thought we would be discussing the situation below not my well being.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::tries to put the Advisor at ease, knowing he must be finding it difficult to talk to them under the circumstances::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::chuckles::

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
Keret: Yes, of course. You wished to arrange a meeting with us regarding an improvement of our...coordination I believe you said? Well, you now have our undivided attention.

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
::Scans the advisor:: ALL: Hmmm...Everything appears to be fine. All of your muscles and fluids are setting to their normal status.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Looks down at the CMO and snorts::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::indicates the CTO:: CIV: He is the only one who enjoyed, but you know Klingons are crazy. ::smiles::

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::giggles:: CEO: I noticed that.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::raises eyebrow:: CEO: I am not crazy, just a little high strung.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
XO: From all our studies of the situation we don't believe that a total evacuation is possible.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::hears the CMO and thinks that at least contributes to an easy time with Keret...hopefully::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
Keret/XO:  If I may?  ::looks at each of them both::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: They all say so....no offense meant of course....I'd rather keep my head.

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
::shifts his eyes up to the advisor and grins lightly at the snort::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::grins:: CEO: That’s alright, I’ve eaten today.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: I am safe then.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: For now.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::turns to Rhianna, allowing her voice in the conversation:: CNS: Please. ::goes to fetch some chairs and assembles them for the group to sit down::

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::blinks and wonders if the CTO would actually do that....then again, she wouldn't put it past him::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: Are you familiar with the Klingon beaming equipment?

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: Somewhat.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
I was wondering at what rate they can beam people up. If they have time to get all the people we need.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
Keret:  If you received my file delineating each of the vessels and their capacities you will find that many more than the two hundred ten thousand can be evacuated.  If, and I know it is not certain, the planet's demise is stalled then an even greater number can be saved.  You have objections to this?

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::feels an annoying rumble in his stomach, wondering how long its been since he last ate...or slept, then sets the last chair down for himself::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: Klingon transporters are on par with Federation technology. It shouldn’t be a problem with a competent transporter chief.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  Just how are they going to choose who is beamed and who is not?  Are they going to hold some lottery or something?

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::waits respectfully for the others to take a seat first::

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
::Sits down and listens to the conversation::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: Can we locate any medium sized asteroids?

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::reviews the latest scans:: CEO: The fissures are continuing to spread, and airborne particulates are increasing

Host Advisor_Keret says:
CNS: Of course not Counselor. But our priorities will be maintained as listed.

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::walks over to the CTO to get a look at the scans::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CIV: None of this makes sense

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::keeps her empathic sense on Keret as she asks the next question::  Keret:  Not only the Federation vessels are coming, but even the Romulans and Klingons wanted to help.  Will this be acceptable, too?  And did you have time to look over the data on the uninhabited planet?

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::turns back to the XO:: XO: We've determined what genetics is needed to recreate our civilization.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  Nothing in the vicinity, I'm afraid.  Sorry.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: Any estimate of the time left before atmosphere becomes unbreathable?

Host Advisor_Keret says:
XO/CNS: We will accept any assistance offered.

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::studies the scans:: CTO: Huh...that is weirrrd.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CSO: How long before the atmosphere is useless?

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
::thinks to himself:: Self: So they want to be purebred. So that is the limit of their superiority complex.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::nods to Keret and is relieved::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: Any planet in the system has small moons. You know with a mass similar to Mars's moons?

Host Advisor_Keret says:
XO: My government has studied the data on that planet; it at least sounds like somewhere we can gather to make decisions safely.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::gestures to Keret to have a seat and then sits down:: Keret: You are prepared to accept massive loss...that is, commendable, depending on one's perspective, but understand that is unacceptable to us. You may know how to rebuild, which is good, but if there's a way to make that unnecessary, then we'll find it.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  If this planet blows, we will not want to be in this system.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
All: Our scientists are working on ways to help with the pollution and the planetary problems, but slowing the problems are all we can do at this point.  The cause is most mystifying.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Looks down on the fleet officers and gives a sneering smile:: XO: We fully know how light worlders fell about us.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: OK, now why the planet should blow? I am not a geologist, please explain.. ::looks befuddled::

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
Keret: If you don't mind me asking Advisor...How do you think "light-worlders" think about your people?

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: This may sound crazy, but is it possible that the Morngu engineered this disaster?

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::nods:: CNS: Indeed. Keret: Feelings aside, Advisor, we need to know specifics to what led to this crisis. First, please tell why it was so important for you to meet us in person.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: A CLASSIFIED MESSAGE COMES IN FOR CAPTAIN CERDAN - EYES ONLY

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: I wish I knew it Lieutenant. I wish I did.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::tightens her fingers behind her back and wants to ask just how empathic the Morngu are if they 'know' how others feel about them::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO/CSO: I know this may sound crazy, but what if this was engineered as some form of ethnic cleansing that got out of hand?

Host Advisor_Keret says:
XO: Our leaders felt it was best to talk face to face so you would know that we aren't be deceptive.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
*XO*: Sir an eyes only message just came in for the skipper

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: Could be, but why all this? I mean there are faster ways to make a planet inhabitable.

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::blinks:: CTO: That's verrry odd....people still do that?

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  It's not so much that the planet will blow.  It's that the planet will be unusable.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
XO: We were attempting a new type of geothermal energy drilling and all was well for a while.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::shakes her head::  Keret:  We had no misconception that you were, we can assure you, Sir.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CTO:  And there is nothing in the data that suggests that they did anything at all that would have caused this.  Unless of course they are hiding something and did not give us all the data.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::wonders if Keret will respond to the CMO's pointed question, but sees focus in the Morngu, still not quite sure what to make of his kind::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CIV: well what do we really know about these people?  What if those selected for resettlement are part of an elite group.

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
CTO: That's awful....almost as bad as the Borrrg.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: You mean like a group of them, trying to kill the rest?

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: With your permission sir I’d like to dig a bit deeper.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: Go ahead, anything we get at this point is a step forward. Do not let me stop ya.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: Aye sir.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Turns and looks down at the CMO:: CMO: I want to specifically express our gratitude for your assistance. Can you possible send more supplies?

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: What if we are in touch with the faction who wants to destroy the rest and they gave us false data? Or modified ones? Is there anyway you can check that?

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::begins delving into the cultural data base on the Morngu::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: Call me Sir again and you will be in trouble. I am not a sir, I am an engineer. ::smiles::

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::giggles::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: Aye chief.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  I should be able to verify if the data they gave us has been altered, yes.  However, we don't know if there were two sets of data; one with the correct information and one with the incorrect information.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::turns to the doctor, curious about the balance of the ship's remaining medical supplies::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: Tayla, let's start with what we've got. Do you need a hand?

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO/CSO: The data we got could have been falsified, they fed us what we expected to see.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: CSO is on it. Hopefully we'll find something.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
XO: For some reason the drilling "experts" delayed in reporting the unusual data they were receiving. Then by the time our government was apprised it was too late.  The drilling platforms were destroyed by the exploding magma.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
CEO: I hope I’m wrong.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CTO: If you are wrong we are left with a planet to save. If you are right we enter into a prime directive dilemma, so I hope you are wrong as well.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  If you care to assist, sure.  I have my scientists reviewing the data to see if there is anything they can catch that I might have missed that could be the reason for all of this happening.  Maybe I'm just missing something.  Care to lend me your eyes?

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
Keret: I know you sent us a copy of that data, but was there anything more besides what was in those notes?

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
::Watching the advisor carefully, he blinks a few times before responding:: Keret: Hmm...I'm glad to help you and your people. I treat all of my patients as if they are part of my family, even those you may harass me. I'll see how far I can stretch OUR supplies so that YOUR people can live.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: If you pull them out gently. ::grins:: No problem...what do you want me to do?


Host Advisor_Keret says:
XO: As far as I know Commander you have all the data we have.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::once Kizlev and the Advisor have stopped talking::  Keret:  If I might ask...what were the priorities for being on the list of those to be saved?  Is it from certain genetic qualities?  I do not mean to be offensive, but trying to understand your people.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
::Chuckles.::  CEO:  I'll take the first half of the data, you can take the second half?  We'll search for any signs of tampering with the data.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Hears the Doctor , notes the emphasis and nods::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: Aye I can do that. In the meanwhile, please have Stellar Cartography scan for small asteroids, I am thinking about converting them in emergency shelters.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::listens to Rhianna, trying to piece together in his mind what she's getting at, knowing full well of her experience as an Information Officer on a previous assignment::

Host Advisor_Keret says:
CNS: Our people have had such plans for a long time in anticipation of such a calamity; rather such a threat to our people.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
Keret:  I see.  I was wondering what qualified these people?  Anyone would agree that certain genetics are needed to carry on a species.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  Aye.  ::Sends the message.::  I'm looking for proof of integrity in the data by using a binary editor to examine the data at byte level, looking for any patterns of manipulation.

Host Tim says:
<CO>*XO*: Commander, I've been ordered to report to SB 173 immediately. You are in command until I return.  I'll be taking a shuttle and will ensure everyone knows of the situation here.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::looks impressed and whispers to her:: CSO: wow, I am not sure if I love you more for your looks or your brain, but I am happy nonetheless. ::starts looking at the data in raw form on Science 2 Station::

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::looks up info on genocide to look for something to compare it to::

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
::Smiles at the CEO.::  CEO: It's not impossible for someone to alter subroutines, but if we apply filters to intercept the subroutines, we can comfortably log any manipulations, if there were any.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::lifts an eyebrow inquisitively and is a little worried for Cerdan's abrupt departure at a time like this::

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Stands tall and foreboding:: CNS: I will not be questioned on the decisions of my government.

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
::pulls up the list of the Morngu refugees::

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  Now on the other hand, if the original data was encrypted this is the hardest type of data to crack.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: Yes, good plan. Who finishes last buys drinks!

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::sensing a decent amount of anger from Keret, she is not sure why it would be...good or bad::  Keret:  I see that, Sir.

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
::Widens his eyes a little and smirks. Thinking to himself again:: Self: Just like an aggressive bear.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::keeps her composure and does not move an inch::

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  On any normal day, I would accept that challenge.  But I'll just settle for finding out the truth.  ::Smiles at him.::

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::hears the highly irregular comm from the captain:: *CO*: Yes, sir. I understand. ::is speechless, not sure what else to say about his captain leaving his own ship, then notices the agitation from Keret and stands himself instinctively:: Keret: Mr. Advisor, we're still just talking here. There are no accusations. Please, sit down.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::pouts:: CSO: Ok.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CIV: How is your skill with computers?

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
::Utilizes a reverse engineering approach to trigger any internal decryption routines.::

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::feels undaunted by Keret's superior height, having looked up at more than his share of taller Jem'Hadar in his time::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
::mimics the CSO action's find difficult to keep up with her:: Self: She is grown, oh boy she is.

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
CEO: Ummm...well I know how to use the consoles...Kami's morrre of a hackerrr type.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
Keret:  Yes, there was no malice involved in asking.  This is a large, dangerous and important undertaking that will need to be well coordinated.  Understanding between all is paramount to gain the objectives we all want, especially your people.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Waves hand and looks for a chair that will hold him; Plops down heavily in one.::

CTO_Lt_Wolf says:
*CMO*: Doctor i am sending you a list I’d like you to look at and give me your opinion on ASAP.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO:  If you utilize this software utility.  ::points::, you can have it intercept all input events and review any time stamped files in the log file.

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CIV: Oh ok. But still it is a good occasion to learn if you do not mind.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::finally takes a seat herself now that the Morngu has and is glad to get the weight off her feet::

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
CEO: Okay.

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
*CTO*: I'm in the middle of a meeting, but I'll see what I can do. Thank you.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::carefully sits back down, the last thing he wants is to cause bad relations with an important government official::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO: Can you show Lieutenant Chitwa here how to do the job. This way we can split the workload in three

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Looks up at the Andorian:: XO: Do we really have the time for you to approve of our rescue priorities?

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO/CIV:  Sure thing.  It's really quite simple.  ::Shows them both the software utility that will generate an exact byte-by-byte recording of any interruptions in the data.::

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::looks at Kizlev::  XO:  It would be more coordination than approval?

Host Tim says:
ACTION: CAPTAIN CERDAN DEPARTS THE DUBLIN ON A SHUTTLE HEADING FOR SB 173

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
Keret: At the moment, there is still some time left. Our hands are tied in terms of evacuation until the relief convoys arrive. How you determine the evacuation order of your people in entirely up to your government. We're only here to assist.

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::nods:: CSO: uh huh...okay.


CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
::Sees the data is a list of evacuees from Morngu. And vaguely understands what the CTO wants.::

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Looks hard as Kizlev trying to determine sincerity.::

CEO_Lt_Cmdr_Delgado says:
CSO/CIV: Let's start then and Tayla please let me know as soon as one of your guys finds something.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CEO/CIV:  You only need to have basic programming skills to recognize any alterations in the crytopgraphic data.  If you review the file structure ::points to her screen:: you would simply just open the log file searching for any entries that look suspicious.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
XO: Do you have any other questions that need answers for the evacuation?

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Stands:: XO: If not then I'll return to Morngu and see how I can help there with the preparations.

CIV_LtJG_Chitwa says:
::nods:: CSO: Okay...I'm prrretty surrre I can do that.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
Keret: Yes. Will you need security assistance for your law enforcement and militaries to keep order during the evacuation?

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
Keret: Excuse me, Advisor Keret. If you do not mind, could I possibly have the medical files for the intended evacuees...It would help me make sure your people's health will be well for their travel.

CSO_LtJG_Daniels says:
CIV:  It's okay.  You can do this.  ::Smiles.::

Host Advisor_Keret says:
XO: ::shakes head:: No Commander, our people tend to be well ordered.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::stands, now feeling the heavier gravity even more keenly and waits::

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Turns to the CMO with a knowing smirk:: CMO: Very well Doctor.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::turns to the CMO, suddenly intrigued, but tries not to facially show it::

Host Advisor_Keret says:
XO: Will I be beamed from here?

CMO_Ens_Kavanagh says:
::Bows slightly:: Keret: Thank you, Advisor.


CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
Keret/XO:  I can coordinate that if you wish?

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
::stands as well:: Keret: Yes, we will return you back to your world now. Stand by, and thank you for your time, Advisor.

Host Advisor_Keret says:
::Nods to the CMO::

Host Advisor_Keret says:
CNS: As you wish.

Host XO_LtCmdr_Kizlev says:
CNS: Go ahead, Counselor.

CNS_Lt_Jakiel says:
::contacts the Chief Transporter::  Keret: Stand by...in five seconds.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: ADVISOR KERET IS BEAMED BACK TO MORNGU

Host Tim says:
<<Pause Mission>>>
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